The TYROLIT Group

TYROLIT is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of grinding and dressing tools as well as a system provider for the construction industry.

Since 1919, our innovative tools have made an important contribution to the technological development in many industries. TYROLIT offers tailored grinding solutions for various applications, as well as a comprehensive assortment of standard tools for customers all over the world.

Headquartered in Schwaz (Austria), the family-owned business combines the strengths of being a part of the dynamic Swarovski Group with a century’s worth of individual corporate and technological experience.

Facts & Figures

- € 685 million turnover 2019
- 29 production sites
- 80,000 products
- 4,500+ employees worldwide
- 37 sales locations
- 500+ worldwide patents

Sales companies in Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, Czechia, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Russia, South Africa, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, the UAE, the UK and the USA. Distributors in 65 other countries.
Business units

METAL INDUSTRIES
From precision machining to the production of cut-off wheels with a diameter of up to 2 m – our product range in Metal Industries includes high-tech tools for a wide variety of applications. In addition, we offer a comprehensive trade assortment for cutting, grinding and surface treatment.

CONSTRUCTION
We are one of the world’s leading suppliers of highly efficient machines and diamond tools for all types of construction-related applications. We also develop tailor-made system solutions for individual projects. In this way, we always offer the ideal answer to every challenge that construction professionals face.

QUARTZ INDUSTRIES
Our customised diamond tools impress with exceptional performance. For the most demanding customer requirements, we offer tools for cutting, calibrating and polishing natural and artificial stone, as well as ceramic and glass materials. Needless to say, we also provide tools for trueing and dressing.

Industries
With our many years of experience in surface treatment, we have developed a deep understanding of the specific requirements of our customers in various industries.

Automotive industry  Aviation and turbine industry  Bearing industry  Consumer goods
Construction industry  Electronics industry  Foundry industry  Industrial trade
Medical technology  Optics  Precision industries  Quartz industries
Steel industry  Steel and plant construction  Tooling industry  Transmission industry

To find out more about our activities in each industry visit tyrolit.group
Corporate brands

**TYROLIT**
Our core brand and one of the world’s leading manufacturers of grinding and dressing tools.
[tyrolit.com](http://tyrolit.com)

**Grinding Techniques**
A leading company for the manufacture of grinding tools for the industrial trade based in South Africa.
[grindtech.com](http://grindtech.com)

**Carborundum Electrite**
The Czech company is Europe’s oldest manufacturer of resinoid and vitrified abrasives.
[carborundum.cz](http://carborundum.cz)

**HYDROSTRESS**
A leading manufacturer of machines for construction professionals based in Switzerland

**Nestag**
A Swiss trading company for high quality system solutions for construction professionals
[nestag.com](http://nestag.com)

**Diamond Products**
A leading US manufacturer of diamond tools and machines for construction professionals
[diamondproducts.com](http://diamondproducts.com)

**Radiac Abrasives**
A leading US manufacturer of conventional grinding tools and superabrasives.
[radiac.com](http://radiac.com)

**Olympus**
An Asian manufacturer of grinding tools for the industrial trade
[tyrolit.co.th](http://tyrolit.co.th)

**Sisa**
An Asian manufacturer of high-tech grinding tools and abrasives.
[cnsisa.cn](http://cnsisa.cn)

Worldwide locations
Leading through true innovation

A passion for technology, many years of experience and a strong innovative spirit have been incorporated into the manufacture of outstanding grinding solutions.

As one of the first abrasives manufacturers to integrate the new **X-Lock** clamping technology into our assortment of grinding discs, we are at the forefront of the angle grinder landscape. One click and it's done.

**TYROLIT Power** revolutionised the finishing of hard surfaces. Sanding strips consisting of layers made from cactus hair and diamond provide extreme hardness, save time and significantly reduce vibrations for the user.

We took a leap forward in laminated glass grinding with our **REVERSE** wheels, simplifying grinding operations, improving yields and the processing quality while equally reducing stress to the tool and the workpiece.

Our patented **lightweight core technologies** enable us to improve customers’ precision grinding processes, saving them time and money. This is possible through computer-calculated targeted material reductions or the use of natural fibres.

With our modular assistance system **ToolScope** we set a milestone for the digitalisation of grinding technology. The system allows customers to utilise existing data and through increased process transparency optimise their whole production chain.

**MoveSmart** is a novel monitoring system for the construction industry, connecting TYROLIT machines to the Internet of Things and processing user data directly on site and in real-time. A smart move into the future.
Family-run since 1919

TYROLIT is managed by an executive board of three members – two of whom are fifth generation Swarovski family members. The roots of tradition run deep and enable us to combine family values and internationality.

We strive to impress internal and external target groups and to cultivate fair, long-lasting cooperation based on partnership. To this end, we continually optimise the quality of our products and services, and constantly adapt our business processes to the changing demands of the market.

Our global supply chain management ensures on-time delivery of our products to customers around the world. Investments in research and development, in training our employees and in technological improvements are integral parts of our corporate culture.

The sustainable handling of resources, the guaranty of a safe working environment and compliance with legal requirements have contributed to the company’s positive development since 1919.

Executive Board

Dr. Christoph Swarovski has been a member of the Executive Board since 2002. He acts as spokesperson of the Board and is Head of Finance & Administration.

Andreas Buchbauer has been a member of the Executive Board since 2003 and is Head of Technology.

Arno Pichler has been a member of the Executive Board since 2017 and is Head of the Metal Industries division.